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CHAPTER « ZERO 
INTRODUCTION 
1, EXPLANATORY REMARKS; 
The study of sequence space has been of great in te res t . 
Recently numbers of books have been published in th is area over 
the l a s t few years (see for example [19], [32] and [38]) . The 
c lass ical theory of the transformation of complex sequence by 
complex inf ini te matrices i s associated largely with the names 
of Toeplitz Kojiraa and Schur. The basic results'of this theory 
may be conveniently found in the books of Hardy [13] Cooke[5], 
Maddox [25]. In Hardy*s book one also finds detailed accounts 
of numerous special matrices or means* e .g . the means of Cesaro, 
Norlund and Boral. Part icular attention is given by Hardy to 
theorems of inclusion and consistency. 
Apart from the ba sic Toeplitz - Kojima - Schur theorems, 
Cooke, unlike Hardy, tends to deal with some of the more general 
aspects of theory of inf ini te matrices, though like Hardy his 
treatment is essent ia l ly c lass ica l . Non*functional analytical 
methods are employed, and sequences and matrices considered are 
res t r ic ted to be real or complex* 
The decisive break with the classical approach was made by 
Rjobinson [29]. In (1950), when he considered the actjLon of inf in i te 
matrices of l inear operators from Banach space on sequences of 
elenents of that space. The extension of the concept of sunma-
bility to the sequences In Banach space was given by Melvin-
Melvin [27] whose proofs are analytical. Functional analytic 
proofs of sone results due to these authors were given by 
Zeller [39]• In [30] M.S. Ramanujan extended the concept of 
sumability to sequences in Frechet spaces while L.C. Kurtz and 
O.H. Tucker extended the concept to sequences in nomed space 
[17]. Investigation, of suamability of sequences in topological 
Hausdorff groups was done by O.L. Prullage [28]. 
In this dissertation we shall introduce the concept of 
almost summable sequences and corresponding mapping theorems in 
Banach spaces and their extensions in linear topological vector 
spaces. 
The mapping theorems for almost suamability have been 
studied by J.P. King [15]. In section 1.1. of Chapter one we 
introduce almost conservative* almost regular mstrices. In 
section 1.4 of this Chapter we describe the results of Maddox 
([22] 1980, p.40) and S. Mishra [35] for almost conservative or 
almost regular matrices in Banach space. In the end of this Chapter 
we discuss the characterization of almost schur matrices of 
operators studied by S. Mishra [36]. 
In Chapter second we study the results of Bullit v^ich 
extend the concept of almost summability to two types of linear 
topological vector space viz. Frechet space and Locally bounded 
space each of them includes Banach space as special cases. 
The concept of Banach Ilalts for bounded sequences in 
a semloreflexlve Hausdorff locally convex space has been 
introduced and studied by Swashina (1958) [33]* In Chapter 
^ird we have considered the concept of almost convergent 
sequences which take values in a semi reflexive metrizable 
locally convex space studied by Nanda (1986) [34}, This 
concept naturally comes up for investigation and will fill up 
^ e gapinexisting littrature. 
2. NOTATIOM AND TERMIMOLOQYl 
By N, R»f/» Z we denote the natural, real, complex, 
Integers and Positive integers numbers, respectively. Some 
frequently occurring sequence spaces are i 
St The linear space of complex numbers, 
Ct The space of convergent complex sequence, 
C , The space of null sequences, 
A 
C, The space of almost convergent complex sequences. 
4.^9 The space of bounded complex sequences. 
Of the above spaces, only C i s not perhaps as standard as the 
others. The space C was introduced by Lorentz [20] we say that 
(X|^ )C C if and only if there ex is tsX^ (T such that 
1 P * ' fl 
- * - £ X, —-»X ( r —> • , uniformly in p 2 0) . 
T" i«p4^ 1 * 
We have C c 6 o i ^ with restrict inclusions, and C, C are 
closed sub spaces of ^ , which i s a Banach space with 
II X II • sup Ixjjl for each x • {x^h i^. It (X, | | . J) Is any 
Banach space over ^ then we laay define C(X)y the convergent 
A 
X»valued sequences! C(X}» the almost convergent X-valued 
sequences, etc . Thus, e,g« x •» {n^)e fjiX), where Xj. ^  X 
for Icc'Nv i f sup II Xj^ ll < «•• Consequently ^(X) becomes a 
Banach space, with the natural coordinatewise operations, and 
I j x l l - sup II x l^l • for x € Ijx). 
Every space of complex sequences l isted above may be 
generalized to a space of X«valued sequences merely by replacing 
the modulus in t by the norm in X, vi^ en appropriate. 
If X,Y are Banach spaces then we denote by B(X,Y) the 
Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on X into Y, with 
the usual operator norm. Thus, if Te B(X,Y) the operator nozm 
of T i s 
II Til - s u p f l T x I l t x € s ] , 
where S > {x e X t || x|| j^ ij^  i s the closed unit sphere in X. 
By U we mean the set of all xeX such that || x 1 <• 1* The 
zero element of X, and Y, i s denoted by 0. 
The following concept was introduced by Robinson [29] and 
was termed the group norm by Lorentz and Macphail [21}• 
Let (T^) a (Tj^,T2t«•••••} be a sequence in B(X,Y}. Then 
the group norm of (T|^ ) i s 
n 
II (T^)ll - sup II E T^x^ll 
5 
whert the tupreauoi i s over a l l n^Ii and al l x.& S* I t nay 
happen that the group norm Is not f in i te , though we are usually 
concerneci with problems which give rise to f ini te group norms. 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces and A » (Anb) ''h infinite 
matrix of linear, but not necessarily bounded, operators A j^  on 
X into Y* Suppose E is a non empty subset of S(x) and F 
i s a non empty subset of S(Y)• Then we define the matrix class 
(4*f) by saying that A^ (E,F) If and only if , for every 
X - (x^)eBt 
c(diverges in the norm of Y» for each n, and the sequence 
Ax « (EAj^ ij V n e N 
belongs to F« 
1^ ca5>eX » Y • ^, ' t h e n A^ j^^  are identifical with complex 
numbers a w* 
AimTT fflJMABLS SBOUBNgBS BY I N F f f l m MATRIOBS OF 
RBAL HUMBBRS JUiP ITS OPERATOR VHRSION 
In the theory of susnabillty and Ite application one 
i s ueually Interested In conservation or regular satrlcet* One 
of the basic theorems on the suBBnabUlty Is Kojlaa Sehtir theorem 
which gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for preser-
vation of convar^ence and the second i s the Silverman Toepliti 
theorem which gives the necessary and suffieient conditions for 
preservation of the limit as well as convergence* Ve may find 
the simple functional analytic and functional proofs of these 
theorems in [25] and [27] respectively* Functional analytical 
proofs of the corresponding theorems for almost summability have 
been proved by J«P« iCing [15] . In section 1»1 we introduce 
almost conservativet alm»st regular matrices and characterization 
of such class of matrices* In section 1«4 we describe the results 
of Uaddox [23] p*40 and S* Mishra [35] for almost conservative and 
almost regular matrices in Banach space* In sectien 1*6 we discuss 
the characterization of the almost schur matrices of operators 
studied by S* Mishra [36]• 
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Let A n (A|||C) ^ u^) infinito fflatrix of real or conplox 
nu»b«. « d X . t x - [ « ^ } b. . ..qumce of r . . l «T e<»pl» nuob.! 
The sequence o » {tf ] defined by 
Is called the A* trantfojm of x« Whenever the series converges 
for n "•Otl|«««*«« • The sequence x is said to be A* suanable 
to y if /tfjjj converges to y« A is called conservative if 
xeC i s ^ i e s 0 6 Ci Mhere C is the liiM«r s^ce of convergsnt 
sequences* A is called regular if i t i s conservative and preserve 
the limit of each convergent sequsncet. 
P^ ffflT <^?ff I t l t l » A sequence x is said to be alMst convergent 
to 4 if X 6 C and Jl i s the generalixed limit of x* 
!WrffllTI<lf hM « A sequence x is said to be alw>st A-
sunnable if the A* transfora of x is alaost convergent* I t is 
said to be alnnst A* sumiable to -{ if the A- transform of x is 
almost convergent to ^ « 
WIHITOT Ififcta « Tht matrix A is taid to bt alaoat contar-
vative if xeC inpliaa that th@ M transfoxn of x is alawst 
eonvargant* A is said to ba almost regular if tha A* transform 
of X is almost eonvargant to the limit of % fot aaeh xeC* 
In tha saqual tha following notation i t usad t 
(i) If X "l^l is an a lament of C 
Than || x 11 is daf inad tjif 
II X II »siip {|x,j | I kez] , 
( i i ) Tha linaar apaca of a l l continuoiis linaar funetional on 
C is danotad fay C^  
( i i i ) If CeC*" then fic|| is defined by 
|6||«s«p||C(x)| t I j x l l . l j . 
It i s wall known that tha funetimala defined by (1) and ( i i i ) 
of the atiova are norms for C and C*t respeetivelyt and that 
tha resulting normed spaces are complete. 
Tt^BORgM l>2.i I The matrix A • (a^ j^ ) i s almost conservative 
if and only if 
( i*2a) Sup '' •• I ,IHp-»I , . < •• 
(i*2«2) th«re txlstt ^^^^i^* k « 0,1»* tueh that 
lis i Z a4i, « Su f 
uiiifomly In Ry and 
(1«2«3) thero txlets a e ^ such that 
l i a • £ £ <>4b " «• 
p —> •• •' J«« k^ *^ 
uniformly in »• 
PROOF t Suppose that A is ainost eonsazvativa* Fix ne Z.« 
U t 
• B^p«l 
It is elaar that tfjCC't J •0»1».»««*. • Hence \n^^' 
p B it2,*«.«* • Since A ia alaoat eonsexvativa 
iin t^^(x) - t(x) 
P "*•• 
uniformly in n« It follows that (^,|(xH ia bounded for 
xeC and fixed n* Hence [|| t l|j is bounded by the unifom 
boundedness principle* 
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For each TeZ'^^ d«fin« th» tequonct y • yCiitP) by 
iH"|>-X 
Thtn y€ C, II y II • 1» and 
Henea 
I V ' > i i IIV" II' II - II S« II-
Therofora 
• n+p^l 
i d . ' r •j.lillSnII' 
•0 that {I«2»X) folloni. 
Lat tha aaquaneaa a and tj^ 
k • Oylt*,.**. ba dafinad by 
a « ( i , l» » 1» ) and %^ « (0» 0,l»0, ) 
Hhara tha laat I U in tha kth position* Slnca a and %^ 
are convargant aaquaneaa* For k «0»it*«**», l in V||(*) n^<^  
l i s \||^(«|() Bai«t axlst ttnlfomly in n* Hanea (X*2»2) and (l*2»3) 
mat hold* 
Now aaaima that ( i^a,! ) , (1«2»2) and (1»2«3) hold* 
l i 
Fix fi€Z and x^C th«n 
W") • t A »5o 'J* "k 
so that 
Therafosa l ^ ( x } | ^ K^  l x | | by (1.2a)» whara I^ i« « 
constant Indopandsnt of p« Hanea t^ <^ C*t P "* lf29*«*«« and 
tho saquanca j l i ^ l l r i* boundad for aaeh n€rZ'*'p (I.2.2) and 
(i.2.3) imply that limit t^(a) andivn t^(a,^) axitts for 
n«Otlt«*»«« and ksOflt***** • Sinea |a»a t^^t*****]- <^ 
a fiindaBantai sat in C i t follows fron mi alaaantry rasult of 
functional analysis (Saa^ a*g« [14] p«252) that 
•xist and t^€ C''* Tharafora, t^ has tha for« ([14] p.20&) 
y x ) . p t y a ) - ^ y a ^ ) ] • ^ Vn<*k^ 
whara p « l i « Xj^ , Bwt y a) « « and t^(a^) « a^$ 
k » Oflt***** by (1«2«3) and (1«2,2) raspactivaly* 
12 
l i s KwS*y • t(jt) 
9xi8tc for 9aeh xcC and R « Ofly****** • 
with 
(1*2«4) t(x) «p U * I a J "f* Z 9*,%y 
Since Vn^C^ ^or each p and n^  i t hat the fom 
(1.2.5) t^„(.) - ? [t^(.) - ^ tj„(.^)] • ^ » f c V V ' 
It is eaer to see tmm (i«2«4) and {1»2«5> that the convergence 
of ftpjj(x)j to /t(x)l it unifom in n* Since %^{9) - ^ « 
**** Sn^*k^ ""~^  "k ^^'^""^y n^ **• ^awforet A ia aloeat 
conservative and the theerea is proved* 
I;HE0RE« i»2«^ t The aatrix A is aXaost regular if and only if 
n+p^ X 
(1*2«6} Sup f K ••§ R • l f 2 f » * a « * 
1 n+p-X (1«2*7) Xia ^ S a^ u «• Of unifonsiT in n k •OtX»««»» • 
p «"^« p Jan a* 
A n+p»X <• , . , — , . ^ . £ £ a4i, • Xf unifomXy in n* 
p - f P J-n k-0 J* 
IffiOQFi Suppose that A is aXaost reguXar« then A i s aXaost 
13 
eonsorvatlve to that (l*2«6) oust hold by theoxon I«2*i, (i«2«7) 
and (X«2«8) Bust hold since tho A- trantfoxas of tho saquoncot 
•l^ y k m Otl»««*** and • aniat be almost convergent to 0 and 1 
respectively* 
Suppose that (1*2*6), (1*2»7} and (1«2*8) hold then A it 
almost conservative by theorem 1«2»1« Therefore* lis t_(x) « t(x) 
uniformly in n for x€C* Thepi representation (l*2»4) gives 
t(x} " lia X|^ * Hence A is almost regular* This proves the theorem* 
It it interesting to compare theorem 1*2*2 with tho well 
known Silverman <* Toeplits theorem vAiieh gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions that A be a regular matrix* The tUverman 
Toeplitx conditions are 
(1*2*9) Supj^f £ la^ ^^ l t n e z j < m^ 
(1*2*10} [«|^ j^  I n e z l converges to 0» k « OfltOt**** • 
and 
(1.2*11) j Z i^ jg s n€ zj' converges to 1* 
I t is clear (1*2*9) implies (1*2«6)* The criteria of theorem 1*2*2 
which correspond to (l*2*lo) and (1*2*11) are that the sequeneet 
^ji^ t n€zV and z a^ ; ncZr shall be almost convergent to 
0 | k " Otl»**«****t 8nd to 1* respectively* 
14 
In the application of ttnnabiiitf theory to function theory i t 
i s iaportant to know the region in which the sequence of partial 
suffls of the geoaetric series is A- stamable to l/(l»z) for a 
given aatrix A* The following theorem is helpful in detezoining 
the region in which the sequence of partial sums of the geometric 
series i s almost A* summable to 1/(1*2.) • 
THBORHM K2^3 t Let A be a matrix such that (1»2.8) holds. The 
sequence of partial sums of the gemwtric series is almost A*-
sunmable to 1/(1«>^ if and only if Z€SL9 where 
{ 1 n+p-1 •• k I 
Z t lim r £ £ a4|. Z* • 0 uniformly in nc 
p - * « P j-n b * ^* J 
PRCX)P t Let |aj^(Z}l denote the sequence of partial sums of the 
geometric series then 
t " « E Z a^^ajZ) 
•• • E t a^v f J9 • 
Hencet 
l%.S>n"^-i*-.p-nfeZ' I 'i^'' 
Therefore 
lim t - ^ 
uniformly in n if and only if Z6JI* 
15 
^•3 APPLICATIONS i The Euler matrix E(r) is defined by 
k 
• 0 n < k. 
It Is known that E(j) i s regular if and only i f 0 < f ^ 1 [ l ] . 
THSOREy 1«3«1 t Let 3r j4 0 be a complex number. The sequence of 
partial sums of the geometric series i s almost E{j) suimnable to 
1/(1-Z) if and only if ZeSL where 
_Q.^ .« {z t |zm-i/i^| 11/lri^z <. i ] . 
PfiOOF t Since t b^^ « 1, (1.2.8) holds for Ei^* Hence, by 
theorem 1.2.3 i t i s sufficient to show t h a t - ^ * -Sly • 
In this case 
n4-p-l • ^ n+p-1 J J j^  Mt. ^ n+p-1 j 
J«n k-0 "^  j«n k«0 k j"« 
n l-d-T^TZ)^ 
Therefore, Zen , if and only if ll-]f*TZ| ^ 1, Z i^  1. Hence,.IL=^ 
In order that the sequence of partial sums be E(x) * suama-
ble to 1/(1-Z} i t i s necessary that Z l i e s s tr ict ly inside the 
disk -Q-p 
16 
I t 1« known [ l ] that ECJ) IS regular If and only if 
0 < Tf^ !• I t la natural to Inquire whether or not there exist 
values of T' ^O^ which E(r) i s alnost regular but not regular. 
Unfortunately* this is not the case. 
THEORHIl^  1.3.2 t E(j) i s almost regular if and only if i t i s 
regular. 
PRQOI;, t If 0 < Y^ ^ 1 then E(]f) i s regular and, hence alaost 
regular. 
Suppose E(y) i s alBoct regular. Since an altaost convergent 
sequence i s bounded, (1«2.7) will hold only i f |l«|>l < 1. If 
^ ^ « f z I | 2 | < l | then/;^(;^ ! > , since the geometric series 
converges to 1/(1*Z) if Zg^. Since -^y^ is a disk with centre 
(1-l /y) «4iose boundary passes through Z « 1. I t is evident, 
i - i / r i 0 , Hence, y-^ 1. This condition together with | l - r t < 1 
implies 0 1 Y"l ^* Therefore, E(Y) is regular. 
The following result provides an exsmple of a matrix wfhich 
i s almost regular but not regular* 
EXAMPLE 1.3.2 t Let C - ( c i^^ ) be defined by 
C n k - n ^ t l * C - i n , O i k < n 
« 0 y^^^ 
17 
Then C i s alfflost regular but not regular, 
t C i s not reguli^t sincot 
n - > • k-0 ^^ 
does not exist* I t Is easy to see that the hypothesis of theorem 
1.2.2 hold for the matrix C so that C i s almost regular. 
1.4 A^gT CON^ qVATJ^ E N^D AM<0?T REGULAR MATl^ Iffi§ fff 
Let s(X) be the set of sequences x « ^x.1 • such that 
al l X belong to a Banach space X. For any seciuence 
X « fx^ I € s(X) and any matrix A «» (A j^ ) of bounded linear 
nol 
operators defined on a Banach space X into a Banach space Y« 
i f Z A i^- X. 
n«l ^ n«l * 
we write Ax - [ A „ ( X ) ] * - [ E A„^ X J 
exists for each n. Let ^^(X)^ C(X) be the Banach spaces of 
bounded X<-valued and convergent X-valued stcfuences respectively 
vtfith the usual supremum normt that isy 
11x11 -Sup 11 x^ 11 , for xd(j<) 
An X»valued sequences net (X) i s called almost convergent 
Lorentz 1948 [20] to 1 if t ^ x) —-» Ji uniformly in n 
where 
IS 
X 4 X ^ 1 »»—••» X 
(1.4.1) t ^ ( x ) - -J>—tt-^;^ ma 
Let C(X) be the set of almost convergent X->valued 
sequences* We write (sCX)^ 8(Y)) to denote the set of all 
matrices A •* (A^ )^ which map an element of 8(X) into an 
element of 8(Y)« 
The operator matrix A « (A^.J i s called conservative 
if A^(C(X), C(Y)), regular if further, I A j^  x. i s convergent 
to l in s^. It id known (Maddox 1980 Theo. 3.8) [23] that 
A6(C(X), C(Y)) if and only if there exists meN 
such tndt 
(1.4.2) Sup„ l|(A„„, A„^^l ) II < « 
(1.4.3) Lim A ^ exists for each k, 
(1.4.4) E A^ ,^ converges for each n» 
k ^^ 
(1*4«5} Lim Z A . exists 
n k '^^ 
In relation (1«4,2) the group norm of a sequence of 
operators is used* Let (T^ )^ be a sequence in B C X ^ Y ) . Then 
the group norm of (T. ) is defined as (H^ addox 1980} [23] 
II (^11 - Sup II S T^x^ll 
where the supremum is over all neN and all \^^^ ^^^ ^"^ define 
19 
(1,4.6) X;(A) - Lim E A^^ - E llm A^^ 
n k k 
This is ^ e opsrator version of the characteristic of matrix 
A B (A 1^) of bounded linear operators on X. A natrix A « (A u) 
of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X is called 
regular» if further lim A |^  *> 0 and lim C A . • 1, where I 
n n k 
i s the identity operator (Maddox 1980, p«40) [23]* A matrix 
Ae(c(X}, C(X)} is called co-null if X>(A) » 0 otherwise 
coregular* 
1.5 s The importance of the decomposition of the set (C»C) into 
coregular and co-null matrices was f i r s t recognised by I'liilansky 
[37] . The set (C»C} i s also decomposed into almost coregular 
and almost co-null matrices. We now make a similar decomposition 
of the set (C(X), C(X)) into almost co-null and almost co-regular 
A 
operator matrices* An element A€(C(X}, C(X)) is called almost 
A 
co-null if A,(A) • 0 I otherwise almost coregular where 
A 
(1*5«1> X(A) a lim £ A(p,ntk) - £ lim A(p,n,k) 
p k k p 
a n d 
n-i-p 1 "^»' (1,5,2) A(p,n,k) «^7X" ^ '^ Jk 
The convergence of Z A(p»n»k) and A(ptn,k) is uniform in n« 
k 
Ift'e define the sequence 
20 
(1.5.3) R(p,n»m) » [ A(p»n,m)t A(p^fitflH^l)»•••••• i and the group 
norm of this sequence as 
II R(p»n,m) II • Sup II Z A(p,n,k) x^H 
for each p and n» supreimim is taken over S£N and \^ ^ 
vi4iere S a fxe X t || x | | ^ 1 | i s a closed unit sphere in X. 
A 
Since C(X)c:C(X}t i t i s easily verified that a co-null 
operator matrix is an almost co-null operator matrix and a co-
regular operator matrix. 
Regarding the regular operator matrices the following 
theorem is well known. 
THEOREM 1.5.1 [23] t Given any Toeplitx operator matrix 
A a (A fe) there is a bounded sequence x €^ (^X) such that 
Af ( i . (X) , C(X)). 
In this Chapter f irs t we will generalize this theorem to 
co-regular operator matrices and "Uien to almost co-regular operator 
matrices. For the proof of the above results we need the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.5.2 [35] t A € ( i j X ) , C(X)) if and only if 
( i ) ACptnpk) —>A(k), p — » «» uniformly in n» 
2i 
(II) Xlm jl R(p,nyni)i| « 0 uniformly In n for each p» 
m 
(III) Sup il R(p,n,m) - R(ni)|| — ^ 0 , n - ^ «• uniformly in n, 
where 
R(m) "[ACm), A(m4-1), . . . . . . I • 
I t may be recalled that Haddox (1980) extended the theorem of 
Schur on matrices A6 (-l:^ » C) to operator matrices A e (ijX)^C(X)). 
Now we come to the proof of theorem 1*5•2. 
PROOF! SUFFICXENCYt Lot x€-^^(X) such that 
l|x II a Sup 11 Xjjjl < «. Now for • > Xi 
S 8 
II £ A(k)x^|| - H E |A(k) - A(p,l,lc)|x^ + A(p,l,k)x^|| 
kaqf- * k«I~ 
i II ' lA(k) - A(p, l ,k) |xJ|+HE A(p,l,k)x-H 
k«»Y^ k««Y~ 
1 li HI I N Y ) -R(p,i,r)ll+ lln(p.i»T)ll| 
—» 0 by condition ( i i ) and ( i l l ) . 
8 
Hence || Z A(k)x,^|| — ^ 0 as y"^^ • «"<* •<> ^ A(k)x. 
k«r k ^ 
converges* £ A(p,n»k)x,, converges for each X6 i! (X) and for 
k *^  
each p and n because of condition (ii)« It can be easily 
shown by (i) and (ill) that 
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lira E A(p,n,lc)x. « Z lira A(p,n,k)x. 
p k "^  k p ^ 
« Z A(k)x. 
k ^ 
This proves the sufficiency, 
NECESSITY : Consider the sequence f c " l of operator matrices 
defined by 
n I n+p 
^ pk ^ ^ j=n J*^  
n 
The notation r is used here in place of C(p,n,k) for 
•-pk 
convenience. Since 
n n 
( C T C ) * 2 A(p,n,k)x. - t A{k)x. and each Q 
p k '^  k "^  
belongs to (--t (X), C(X)) i t follows that for each xe 4.(X)» 
n 
we have lim (Cx) « 0, uniformly in n [ 2 3 ] . 
P P 
Hence each, 
C e (-£ (X), Cfe:(X)). This gives us (Theo. 4 , 8 , p.53, [ 2 3 ] ) . 
n 
(a) lim C j^  « 0 for each K uniformly in n, 
n n 
Lii 
m 
I t I I
(c) lim lim Sup ||R II - 0. 
m p *^  
Here for each n, Rp^ - [Cp^. C^^^^ } 
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Now condition (a) " B ^ condition ( i) of the Thoorem 1.5,2 
condition (b) and (c) give us t^e following resu l t s ! 
11m ((R(p,n,a} - R(is}ll » 0 for each pf uniformly n 
m 
and 
lim lim Sup iiR(p,n»ffl) - H(m})| » 0 uniformly n. 
m p 
From (b) and (c) by using (a) WB get tjie necessity of ( i i i ) 
of the theorem I .5 .2 . Since f< e{-I (X), C(X)), E A(p,n,k)x. 
k ^ 
exists* that is Z A(p*n,k}x. converges for each p and n, 
k 
Hence by proposition 3.3. of [23], we see that A(p,n, 
the p-dual of >c (X) for each p and n. This gives that 
j( R(p,n,k)| | ——» 0 as k —-i> <• uniformly in n for each p» 
This proves the necessity of condition ( i i ) of the Thtorera 1.5.2. 
THECfflEM 1.5.^ [35] s Given any coregular operator matrix A, 
there exis ts x£ i (X) such tha t A ^ ( i ( X ) , C(X)). 
PROOF t Since A is coregular, X(A) ^ 0» 
Hence A^ ( i ( X ) , C(X))i for if A € ( i { X ) , C(X)) then by 
theorem 4.6 of [23], 
11m E A„. X,, « E A. X. for each x C^ (X) and so X{A) = C 
^ j ^ n k k ^ k k 
The next theorem i s a generalization of t^e above theorem 1.5.3. 
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THECRgM 1>5.4 I Given any almost coregular operator matrix A, 
there exists xe i (X) such that A ^ ( i ( X ) , C(X)). 
A 
PR(XaF I Since A « (A fc) i s almost coregular, X(A) ^ 0 
Hence Aj^ (i (X), C(X))i for if A 6 ( i ( X ) , C(X)), theJii* by the 
sufficiency part of theorem 1.5.2, 
lim E A(p,ntk)x,. » Z lim A(p,n,k)x,, for each xe ^ (X) 
p k "^  k p ^ 
A 
and 80 X (A ) « 0 . 
This completes the proof. 
1*6 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ALMOST SHUR MATRICES OB OPERATORS 
For a bounded sequence x *" [ x r in a Banach space we 
write 
t ( x ) " lira Sup II X II and Ax « jx A j^^  Xj^ l 
n t, k J n»l 
where A j^  are bounded linear operators on Banach space into 
another* 
Now define a seouence [A^"'? of infinite matrices as 
follows! 
, n+p-1 
(1.6.1) A(p,n,k) « i E A 
P j«n ^^ 
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for p 2 i» n 2 1» ^ 1 ^' Write 
L k J p ^ l 
for each n 2 i* Maddox [24] found out necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the inequality tA £ Mjr, M 2 0 but in th is Chapter 
necussary and sufficient conditions are found out for the inequality 
tA" <, Mtt M 2 0 and for each n 2 i* "^^is Inequality will help 
us to find out necessary and sufficient conditions for A to 
map J[ (X) into C (Y) which was proved for scaler matrices by 
J .P . Duran [ 6 ] . 
•^"^  ^^ 'TATIC?^  s Let X.Y be Banach spaces with the same normf 
that i s il X )| and jj y i| for xeX and ye Y will not be 
distinguished* Let B(X,Y) be the Banach spaces of bounded l inear 
operators on X into Yt with the usual operator norm* By S we 
denote the set of a l l x€X such that ij x j{ ^ 1, and by U the 
set of a l l xeX such that |i x | » 1* 
The space of bounded X-valued sequences is -JI ( X ) , with 
CMI 
il X il « Sup 11 x^il , where x « {>«ie-^jx)« ^V C(Y) and 
A 
C (Y) we denote the space of almost convergent and almost null 
Y-valued sequences respectively, that i s , those ^Y^l such that N 
il y«ll is almost convergent to a limit and almost convergent to 0 
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as n '—^ •• respectively. We define the semi norm t on 
< (X) by t(x) <• lim Sup |i x i] • If g is a functional on 
** n 
-^^(X) and M 2 0 is a real number, then t ^  fto, means that 
t(x) 4 M^jCx) for all x6i^(X)» If M .-f is a sequence in 
B(X,Y) for each n6^N, we define its group norm to be 
II ( A - J 11 » Sup ii E Aj^^ X. II for each n 
I n*J 8eN k«l ^^ ^ 
x^c-S 
we write for all n 2 ^ ^nd p 2 *^ 
R(p»n»m) "|A(p9n,m)f A(p,n, m-*-!, •••• »v 
1.8: In this section we give two theorems of S. Misra [36]. 
Theorem 1«8»1 will be reouired for the proof of theorem 1.8.2, 
In theorem l.B.l we character ise the almost Schur matrices of 
operators* 
THEOREM 1.8.1 i Let A^j^e B ( X , Y ) . Then the matrix 
A « ( A „ ^ ) e ( i j X ) , C(Y)) 
if and only if 
(I) |JR(p,n,k)j| — > 0 as k — • -, 
uniformly in n for each p, 
(II) Lim A(p,n,k) « a(k} exists for all k uniformly in n, 
P 
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(ill) Sup l|R(p,n,k) - R(k) || > 0 as k — • -, 
P 
uniformly in n, vi^ ere R(k) a ra(k)t a(k-fl)» •• \ • 
PROOF I SUFFICIENCY I By condition (ii) and the Banach 
Steinhaus theorem, each A(p»n,k)£ B C X ^ Y ) . If xe^(X)» 
then 
||E o(k)x.||i||E (a(k) - A(l,n,k))x^||+ II E A(l,n,k)x^|| 
k«ra * k«»m * k"a 
:i II x | | l|R{m)-R(l,n.«)|| • |1 X||||R (l,n,m)|| 
— > 0 as m —> •• uniformly in n. 
By conditions ( i ) and ( i i i ) . Hence £ a(k)x. converges. By ( i ) 
k * 
Z A(p,n»k)x. converges uniformly in n for each p and for 
k * 
each X€y(X}* For each p and n. 
Let 6 > 0» choose a « »(£) and independent of n by ( i i i ) 
such that Sup fi R(p»n»k) -> R(k)i| <£ . 
P 
II E A(p,n,k)x^ - E a(k)x.| | 
k "^  k * 
4 E II A(p,n,k)x^ - e(k)x^|| + e | |x i . 
k<m * * 
By condition (ii)» letting p — • • we get that 
lin E A(p,n,k)x,, » E x(k)x,, 
p k "^  k "^  
uniformly in n. Hence Ae^ (^(X),C(Y)) and this proves the 
sufficiency. 
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NECESSITY t Suppose, if possible that 
(l) does not hold and say 
lifB Sup II R(p»fi,k}|| « 3 r ><> 
k 
for all Ti and p. Then there exist natural numbers 
n ( l ) 2 m ( l ) 2 m and Z^(j^)..- Z^^) In S 
such that 
nil) 
Ji i: A(p9n,k) Z^ ll > Y^ for all n,p 
m d ) 
choose a(2) > n(l) such that 
II R(p,ntiB(2)}|| > 2^. Then there exists n(2) ^  IB(2) and 
Z /2\t ••» Z /2) in S such that for each n, and p. 
n(2) 
II E A(p,n,k)ZJ| > r -
m(2) * 
Proceed in this way, and define \ " ^ (k < m(l)) , 
*k • V"^^^ ^ k^n(l)), x^ - e (n(l) < k i BI (2 ) ) , 
X|j « Zjj (m(2) i k i n(2)), etc . Then 
II x|| - Sup llxjjil i 1, so x e i j X ) , 
but lis £ A(pyntk}x,, does not exist for all n« This is a 
contradiction to the fact that A e (4,(X), C(Y)), This 
contradiction proves the necessity of (i) 
Fix k and put tt^* " fn k ***® Kronecker delta. Since 
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A^'^^eCCY). At (Ae^*^bn - A ,^j , 
we have that 
exists for each k luilfoxmly in n« 
Let a(k) be this limit* 
Then a(k) » l ia A(p,ntk) unifoxmly in n by relation 
P 
(1«6«I}. This proves ( i i ) . 
Now each A "^' is a Schur matrix. Indeed if 
x e i ( X ) , (A^»^x)p- (SpA )^„ 
w i^ch converges uniformly in n as p —^ « 
wAiere 
S " I [ 1 + S -»• S^ • •*• ^^^^ 
and S is the shift operator defined on JL (X) • Since for each 
K, A(p»n»k) converges to a(k), uniformly in n, wt get (See [23] 
relation 4,23) that 
lim (S^Aj^ • lim (A^"^x)^  « E a(k)Xfc. p p x n p P k * 
for each xe 
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Further this i t uniform In n sine© (^J^^^n converges 
unlfomly In n. Thus l la E A(p,n,k)x- «E ot(k)x^ for each 
p k * k * 
x€ 4.^X) uniformly In n. How letJB^^'xj be a sequence 
of matrices of operators defined by 
B(p,n,k) -A(p,n,k) - o(k) 
Since (B^"^x)p • (SpA^ )^^  - E o(k)x,j, i t follows that 
llm (B^ '^ x^) - 0 uniformly In n. As for each n» 
P ^ 
B^ '^ e^ (^JX), %W (See theo. 4.8 [23]) 
we get 
llm itlt(p,n»k)li « 0 for each p« 
k 
uniformly In n« Where I? (p»ntk) 
« (A(p,n,k) - «(k), A(p,n,k+1) - aCk^l)....) 
But II ff(p.n,k|| - II R(p,n,k) - R(k)|| , hence 
II R(p,n,k} - R(k)|| —> 0 as k —^ • uniformly In n for 
each p. This proves the condition ( i l l ) and completes the proof 
of the theorem* 
THEORBO 1*8.2 i Let tt 2 0. Then tA^ "^  < ttt for each n 
If and only If 
(l) A(p,ntk) — * 0 , p — • •• uniformly In n for each k» 
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(II) li R(p»ntl}|l < » fox each PfU 
and II R(p,n,m)|| —^ 0 as • —» •• 
uniformly In n, for oaeh p* 
(III) 11m llB Sup 11 R(Pfntm)|| ^M for each n* 
IB /3 
PROCy I StffFICIENCy t U t X€ l (X) . Slnco the condltl«»8 of 
theorem 1«8»1 are satisfied with e(k) " 0 for each k, we get 
A 
that AzeC{Y)f that Ist Y(n»p) »S A(p»ntk)x^ converges 
k * 
uniformly In n as p —* •• • 
II y(n.p)|| « lU A(p»n,k)jL II i l II A(p,n.k)x,^|| 
k * k<B * 
• Sup 11 Xj^ ll . |lR(p,n,iB)|| . 
Applying the operator I In lUi Sup to both side of this Inequality 
ID p 
we get 
t(A^"^x) iMt(x) 
By using (l) and (111) Hence 
tA^ "^  i W ( t ) . 
Conversely* let tA^"^ 4 Ut for each n« Take Z e x and 
define \ " ^9 *n ** ° (n |4 k)« Then t(x) " 0 and so (1) 
holds* The assumption tA^ '^ ^ $, Mt for each n Implies the 
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unlfom convergenct in n of £ A(f>tnttc}X|. as p 
k * 
Hence by theo* l»8»l and condition (1) of this theoroa^ 
condition (ii) follows* 
As £ A(p«ntk)x,, a 0 (l) on X (X) for sach n and p» 
k * * 
Sup Sup Ii R(p,n,l)|| < •• . 
n p 
By ti^e Banach-Steinhaus theorem* 
Since i|R(p»n9n«-l}|| i || (R(p,n9ia)|| » for all ntP the l ia i t 
in ( i i i ) exists for all n» Let V_, «• l ia l in Sup i| R(p»n,Bi)|| . 
If V(n) mO for all n^ then ( i i i ) is obviously true* Suppose 
then that V(Q) > 0 for all n and we write 
A(iBtn) • l i s Sup II R(p«n»ai)|| • 
Then V(n) • l i a ACfli»n} for each n, and A(ltn) 2 ^C") > ^ 
m 
for all n« Hence there exists p(l}* k(l) and Z^^ Z2f•*«•Z|^^^^ ^ 
such that for all n^ 
k(l} (1*8*1) II £ A(p(l)pn»k)Z,,|| > V(n)«Af(n)/2 • 
k«l * 
Thus not all the Zj^  and Z,^  are 0 « 
Let d • sax {II Zfell ^  h^^* 1 i k i k(l)] , 
and define Xj^  » Zj^ /d if Z|^  {ill 0» x^  • 0 if Zj^  » 0 . Then 
since 0 <iiS, t^ 
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kit) (1.8*2) g t A(p(i) ,n,!t)iJ| > v(n) - V(n)/2, 
k"i * 
vrhere a l l the >]c^ ^ ^*^ '^ ^ loast one Xj^ e U* 
Now A(k(l) •«• 1» n) 2 V(ii) lor a l l n^ 
since 
k d ) 
liffi II Z A(p,ntt<)x^|i " O 
p k"l 
by condition ( I ) , there exists p(2} > p(l) such that for al l n 
j|R(p(2), n,k(l) • 1)11 > V(n) - V(n)/2^ 
and 
k(l) 
II Z (A(p(2),n,k)Xj,U < V(n)/2^. 
k-1 * 
By the argument leading to (1«8*2)« there exist q > k(l) and 
X|^ (l) 4* 1 •••••••• 9 X € Sy with at least one X|^  & U 
such that 
II E A(p(2),n,k)x,.|| > V(B) - V(n)/2^ 
k(l)+l * 
for all n* 
Since condition (U) holds «e laay choose k(2) > q 
such that for all n* 
|iR(p(2).n,k(2) 4- 1)1 < V(n)/22 
Define Xj^  • 0 (q < k ^ k (2 ) ) , so that 
k(2) 9 
II Z A(p(2),n,k)xui| > V(n) - V(n)/2'* for a l l n. 
k(l)+l 
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Procdoding in this way we obtain % « [xj^ j t with || Xj^H ^ 1 
for all kt and || x|| " 1 for infinitely nany k« Then 
t{x) - 1 and pit) < pii^Dt Mi) < k(if l ) , so that 
• K(i) 
ii r A(p{i). n ,k)xj 2 II E A(p(i),n,k)xJ| 
ki4 k(i-l)+l * 
-II E ' A(p(i),n,k)xJ|- | |R(p(i),n,k(i)i' l) | 
1 
> v(n} . ^ . ^ . i idi . 
2* 2* 2* 
ConsaquenUy t(A^"^x) ^ V(n). Sinca M (^x) ^ tCA^ '^ x^) 2 V(n) 
for each n and t(x) » Ip «t gat that M j> V(n) for each n« 
This proves tha condition ( i i i ) and hence coBpletes the proof of 
the theoren* 
g^ Rg^ V \^y ^n^il « A© infinite matrix A • U^^) of elementt 
of fi(X,Y) maps -IjX) into c2(Y) if and only if 
(a) ACp^ ntk) ——^  0 ( p — ^ a^  uniformly in n fbr each k}» 
(b) iB(p»n,l)i < » and ||R(p»n»B)|| «-*^ o aa • — ^ » 
uniformly in n for each p« 
(e) lim l in Sup | R<Pin,n}|| « 0* 
Taking t^  « 0 in the above theorem 1»8*29 we get the 
Co7ollary* 
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In the case when X » Y « ^ » the Banaeh ^aet of eoaqslax 
nuabors end the A(p9n«k} may be identified with complex numbert 
•(P.n,k) - f ^S^ "jk . 
The condition in the Corollary reduce to 
(1*8»3) z laCp^nyk)! «-*^ 0 as p *—^ « uniforaly in n* 
k 
On using the fact that 
| |R(p,n,a)||« E |a(p,n,k)| 
k"« 
(See for explanation p*6 [23]), of course (1*8«3) i s the 
necessary and sufficient condition for A i -i^-> Ci^ 
(See [6]) inhere A » i^^)* ^^ being Scalers* 
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The dxteneion of the concept of stuBiaability to the stqiieneet 
Is Banach space was given by Robinson [29] and Melvir>44elvln [27] 
whose proofs are analytical. Functional analytical proofs of soae 
results due to these authors war© given by Zlller [39] and Lorentz 
and Macphail [21]. In [30] M.S. Ramanujan extended the concept of 
suimability to sequences in Frechet spaces while L.C. fCurtz and 
D.H. Tucker extended to the concept to sequences in normed space 
[17]. Investigation of susiaability of sequences in the topological 
Hausdorff groups was done by D.L, Prullage [28]. 
Our prupose in this Chapter is to describe the results 
studied by Bullet [4] which extend the concept of alaost sumBability 
to tvw> types of linear topological spaces viz5 Frechet spaces and 
locally bounded spacesi each of them includes Banach spaces as a 
special cases. 
Dl:ir|;T;(|f^ t 
We considered only Hausdorff spaces. Through out this and 
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Rati sections we use (X^pp and (Ytq|) to denote Frechet epaeett 
l.Q* Locally convex spaces which are laetrisable and complete, 
whose topologies are generated respectively, by the countable 
classes [ p l \ » and \<l*\ of semi*norms* 
Xf X and Y are linear topological spaces and Y is 
locally convex (with the topology generated by the serai noma q^), 
then the topology of bounded convergence on the space L(XtY) of 
continuous linear operators on X into Y i s a locally convex 
topology generated by the semi^ norms j^l § v^sre for each J 
and each bounded set h\ in X, 
( 2 a . i ) c/5(u) « Sup q.(u(x)) , u^L(X,Y). 
^ xeM ^ 
If (x^) is a sequence in a Frechet space (Xtpi)t the 
convergence of (x_^ ) in X will be in the topology considered, 
i«e«t (x ) is convergent to x^X if and only if p.. (x - x) —^ 
0 (n -—^ ••) for each t. 
X (X) and C(X) wil l denote linear spaces of bounded 
and convergent sequence in X respectively* 
DHFIHITION 2.1>1 i Let (X,pi) be a Frechet space (or Locally 
convex space)* A sequence x » (x.}£X^(X} i s said to be almost 
convergent if and only i f 
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-1 p (2.1.2) Lia (iM-l) Z X- , QxistSy unifomily in n» 
p k o "•^ *^  
Ldt thG matrix A » (^nv)' "*^ »0»i9««.*««> consist of 
entries A,^ |^  each of thera is a continuous linear operator fron 
a linear topological space X into another linear topological 
space Y« 
We foxmtill'f define the sequence (y«)i 
(2.1.3) y „ - ^ £ ^ A ^ k V a - O t l . 
as the A-> transform of a given sequence ()c) in X and write 
y at Ax* The matrix A is said to be convergence preserving 
(or briefly, conservative) if for each convergent sequence (t^) 
in Xt Its A-* transform (y ) is defined and i s convergent in Y* 
The matrix A is said to be L-regular if for each x^  -—• x in 
X, f^ —> L( x) p wftiere L Is a prescribed continuous linear operatoz 
from X into Y« In particular if we consider transformation of 
sequences in (X^pi) into sequences in the same space then «w may 
define regularity with respect to the identity operator I . In 
this case A i s called to be regular matrix* 
DEFINITION 2.1,2 t Let X and Y be Locally convex spaces. 
A sequence {H^) in X is said to be almost A- summable if the 
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A- txansfoim of (Xj.) is almost convergent in f« It Is said 
to be alEU>st A« summable to y & T if the ^ » transform of {x^) 
is almost convorgent to y In Y# 
D^g^r^IOt^ 2,3^ ,3 I The matrix A is saiO to be almost conserva-
tive if the A* transform of (X|^ ) is almost convergent when 
(Xjj)£C(X). 
D^^1TI(»^ 24^4 f The matrix A is called to be almost 
L- regular if for each Xj^  — > x in X, its A- transform (y^) 
is almost convergent to L(x), ivhere I. is given eontinuotis 
linear operator from X into Y* If A- transforms the sequences 
in X into the sequences in X then the identity operator I can 
be taken instead of I. and A is said to be almost regular matrix. 
In ^le proofs of the Theorems in the next section the 
following Lemmas will be used frequently* 
tSMMA 24.1 I If X and Y are Locally convex spaces and X is 
quasi-complete (i*e»i its closed and bounded sets are complete) 
then any collection of continuous Linear operators from X into 
y which is simply bounded is bounded for the topology of uniform 
convergence on bounded sets ([2], p,22)« 
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LBMiy^ 2.1.2 t L«t (1^) be « sequence of contlntieyi Linear 
operators on X Into Y where X and y are Freehei space* 
If Lla T. X exists for each x in a fundamental set in X 
n " 
and if for each x € Xt (T^x) is bounded in Y then 
n 
T« m Lin T.x exists for each x^ X and T i s a continuous X M n n 
Linear operator on X into Y ([7]« p.55). 
2.2 ALMOST SUMBi^ lLITY THEOREMS FOR PRBCHBT SPACES 
THEOREM 2.2.If i Let (X,P^) and (Y,qj) be Frechet spaces. 
The loaitrix A m (A^^) defining sequence-to-sec|itenee transformation 
from X into Y i s almost conservative i f and only i f 
( i ) for each bounded set M^  in X and for each fixed j , 
m «»i n^p 
( 2 . 2 a ) q^  ( E ((p+l) E A^)x^) i K^ ^^  , 
for m«n,p B 0 , X t f f * » * and X|^ M^  (k » O , ! , . . . . . . ) ! 
(ii) for each x^ X and for each fixed p. 
• -X n*p 
(2.2.2) 2 ((p+X) Z A. w) X exis ts , uniformXy in n and 
k«0 «^ :«n ^ 
-X n^ -p •• (2.2.3) Lim (pti) £ { t A^u x) exists, unifomXy in n| 
p p«n k«0 *** 
( i i i ) for each x ^ X and for each fixed k «0,X,..*« . 
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- 1 Mp 
(2.2.4) Lim (piI) E K.U X exists, tmifosmlr in »• 
PROOF t Firs if suppose that A 1$ almost conservative* Then 
for each x « ( x j ^ C(X}t the A* transfoxa of (Xj^ ) i s defined 
and aloiost convergent in Y« To show that ( i ) i s neeessar^» 
let us consider the Linear space C(x) of convergent sequences 
(xt^ ) in X» It i s easily seen that PM i s a seisi*norm on C(X) 
for evoxy if where 
(2»2.5) ^^(x) " Sup Pj^ (Xjj), X » (X)j)£C(X)9 and also Locally 
convex space (C(X)t PJ is complete and so quasi coBiplet9« 
Hence for each fixed n$ the collection [ T t m » 0,1,«#. ! • 
of linear operators defined by 
^ n « « " j j ^ ^ k V x«(x^)eC(X). 
are continuous on C(X) into y« By the sane reasonst for each 
fixed n and p, the collection [Oj^  i • • • 0 , ! , • • . . 1 of 
Linear operators defined by 
• 1 iHt> - 1 iHp a 
a ""l n4»p 
« Z ((p+i) E A,.Jx^, x« (xJ^C(X) 
are continuous on C(X) into T* By the assumption of the 
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exi8t«nc9 of th« A- transform of every x « (Xjj)e C(X)» 
Lin y X « U X * y 
exists for every fixed p and n* ThtiSf by Leiasia 2,1,2 
for fi»p « 0»lt*«..«.t ®d^h t^ n p ^s continuous and linear on 
C(X} into Y« Since A is also alnost conservative matrix and 
X « (xw)^ C(X), it follows that (y„ J^ > 0 is convergent in 
(Y» qj) uniformly in n and consequently for n « Otl»«*«** 
^^n,p^p i 0 - <"n.p «>p i 0 ^« ^ ^'^^ ^ ^^ * *»J^ * ^^* ***• 
collection [%^p » P • 
is pointwise (and thereforOf simply) lioundftd for n a«0>lv*»**« • 
Therefore, by Lemma 2»1,1 they are bounded for bounded convergence 
on L(C(X}, Y) for n «0,1,.,.« . From the definition of the 
topology of bounded convergence we obtainp 
Sap qA\J (J x) < K t4>J. »• P «0,1|,.... , 
x6 M '' "'*^  
for each fixed j and each bounded set M in C(X)* 
Now consider a bounded set M^ in X. This set consi^sts 
of points X such that p^^Cx) < a^. Consider the sequences of 
the form (XQ, Xp« » x^, OfOf •••) mliere the X|^ *s are in 
Mjj. All such sequences are in the sane boimded set K in C(X). 
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HoncQ, '^rom the roault we obtain al>ove we get 
m -1 n+p 
for X|,€- 11^  for each k* This shows that the condition (i) Is 
nteessary* 
The necessity of (ii) follows by considering the sequence 
(x»XtX»« ) while that of (iii) follows by considering the 
sequence (Xjj)i x^ ^ « Ot n i^  k and X|^  a x* 
To prove that the conditions are also sufficientt let us 
consider the sequences of th@ form (XyXfKt«««.*«)and 
(0»0,0,*«»...*0, Xy^t 0» •••.••# 0» ••«*... )• It is easily showed 
that the set of the sequences of this form is a fundamental set 
in C(X). Further, for each x « (xje C(X) and for each 
n,m «Oil.«••••• the operators T._ defined by 
noi 
ai 
are linear and continuous on C(X} into Y. Hencoi for each 
X « (xjj)^C(X), the operators Wjj p a defined by 
-1 n+p -1 R+p • 
"-.p.-" -'""'» ^V'-'''*^^ v L ^ V k 
m -1 n+p 
£ ((p+1) 2 A^Jx^t n , p , « - 0 , 1 , , 
^•fl \ratn ^'' "• k«0 y3« 
are also linear and continuous on C(X) into Y, Then, by the 
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condition (i), for every fixed x « (X|()G ^(^) *nd fixed n 
and pf the sequences (U » . x ) . . ^  is bounded in Y« And 
nfPfSI m ^ \J 
also, by the condition (ii}» for every fixed x >• (x.) belonging 
to the fundamental set 
Li« U,» ^  « X, n « 0,1 
m n,p,n 
f < 
exists for every fixed p» Hence, for every fixed p and 
n • 0,1,.»*.« the operators V^^ defined by 
U„ - X « li« U^ n « « 
are linear and continuous on C(X) into Y by leBuaa 2.1,2, 
Further, for every n « 0,1, and for every fixed x » {x^)eC()0 
the seGHienee (U^ p '^p > 0 ^* bounded and by (ii) and (iii) this 
sequence is convergent in Y for every x belonging to the 
fundamental set. Thus again by Lenraa 2*1,2, for every 
X » (xJ^C(X} and for n » 0,1,..««*, 
L ^ U.« .. X » u X exists and O j n • 0,1,••*••) is linear p n,p n A 
and continuous on C(X) into Y* 
Now it may be verified that under the conditions of the 
Theorem, U^x can be written in the form of 
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-1 n"*i> •• 
U_x - Llm (p+l) t Z k^ (Llm x ) 
•• -1 n+p 
(2,2,6) + E Llm (p+l) t A .(x^ - liB jr) 
kK) p y«n if^  * I* *^  
for each x « (xj€ C(X) and n «0,1,, 
It is also observed that the right hand side of (2.2.6) 
Is independent on n by ^ e condition (11) and (lil)t so that 
the limit U«x • liii U^ ^ x is uniform in n. 
n p n,p 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
The Theorem for almost regularily is easily proved in a 
similar manner to that of the Theorem 2.2.1, 
THEORQi 2.2.2 I The matrix A » (A^ j^^ ) defining sequence-to-
sequence transformation from the F-space (Xtpl) Into the F-space 
(Y»qj) is L-regular if and only If (i) of Theorem 2.2.1 holds 
and (li)^ for each xg X and for each fixed p 
m - 1 n+P (2.2.7) Z iip+l) Z A . x) exists, unifozmly in n, and 
k O ^im ** 
- 1 n-fp «• (2.2.8) Llm (p+i) Z Z A . x « Lx, uniformly in n, 
P y«m k"0 ^ 
( i l l ) for every x^X end for every fixed k» 
-1 n+p (2.2.9) Llm (p+l) Z A ,^, x «• 0, uniformly In n. 
p y«n 
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Considering the remarks and ^ 4 in [30] , we can say that 
our results holds for Banach spaces and Locally bounded Linear 
topological spaces* We may also give the variants df the 
Theorem 2.2.1 and 2,2.2 taking the weak convergencvin (Y»q^)* 
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In his pai^r [20] Lorentz defined the concept of almost 
convergence for bounded sequeneet of scalors In texme of Banach 
lioilt Deeds [9] extended the notion to bounded sequences of vector! 
in seperable Hllbert space* In section 3*1 of this Chapter we 
give the generalization of these results to bounded sequsnces of 
vectors In an arbitrary (real of complex) Banach space Kurtz [18]• 
In section 3*6 of this Chapter we Introduce almost convergent 
sequences which take values In a semlF>reflexlve metrlzable-Locally 
convex space [34]» This concept naturally comes up for Investlga* 
tlon and will fill up a gap In existing Literature* The concept 
of Banach Limits for bounded sequences in a serol-reflexlve 
Hausdorff Locally convex space has been Introduced and studied by 
Sawashlma [33]* 
3*1 IHFINITIOWS f X will denote an arbitrary Banach space over 
the real or complex numbers with dual X « and X will denote the 
canonical image of X in X • Let Ji^ denote the sapce of 
bounded Scalor sequences and ^ ( X ) the space of bounded 
X-valued sequences with || ui| • Sup {} x^j| for u • ^x^^^-^CX). 
n 
L will denote a Banach Liialt i . e . , a positive Linear functional 
in i ^ which preserves ordinary Limits and i s translation inva-> 
riant. dC ^i^^ denote the collection of al l Banech Liisits. 
3*2 BANACH OPERATORS t Take any LejC^nd a fixed element 
u « {x^}€ ijiX)» For each x«g X* define 
KuXx^) - L ( {x*(x^)} ) . Then Z{ u) i s a Linear functional on 
X« and 
ar(u)ii « Sup,, ir(u)(x»)i 
sup,, It.({x»(xj} ) I 
ix»|| i 1 *- n ^ 
i Sup Sup !x»{x )j 
1 sup 11x^1 - l |u i l |^ ( j , j -
Thus L(u)eX«» and I eB[ J-JX), X«»] with BIH 1 I . 
If u • (Xn\£-|,(X) such that Lim *« • * ^®" 
r(u)(>j*) « x»{x) « x{x») for ©ach x» e x*, so t(u) « x, 
and r praservae ordinary Limits relative to the canonical 
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embedding* T 18 dearly translation invariant. In ^ e case 
wAiere L(u)€ X we will often consider it as an element of x» 
and in the case where X is reflexive we think of E as an 
element of B[ ^  (X}» X ] . 
3«3 ALMOST CONVgRGgNCB I Suppose « • {xj e-^^(X). 
If r(u) " X** for every Le.^ via say th&t [ILA is almost 
convergent to x*» and write x^ --» x»». If x*» « x then 
we write x^ ^ -^—> x* We note that any weakly convergent sequences 
is almost convergent to its weak limit. In general we have the 
following t 
JnEm^ hh\ » If u - {x^Je i j x ) , then i ^ - ^ x»» if and 
only if XjjCx*) " ^ x**(x*) for every x»e X». 
Pf^ OOP I If Xj^  - ^ x*M» then by definition 
r(u)(x») " L( {x»(Xjj)} ) « x*»(x») for all le^, x»e X*, i.e., 
A 
X (x») — > x**(x») for each x»ex». The converse follows 
similarly. 
We will be particularly Interested in the cpiestion, in the 
case X is not reflexive, «*jen x --—> x e X. The following 
Theorem suggests an answer to this question. 
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THEOREM 3»3.2 I If u « f*J^ Aj'^^ ®"** ^^n^ converges 
weakly to Xf then x —-> x if and only If u has range In 
a compact subset of X« 
PROOF 8 If x^ — > x then the set fxj U {x} is clearly 
totally bounded^ hence compact* Conversely^ if x_ — » x then 
there exists a neighbourhood N(x|£) of x and a subsequence 
{*nk} ®"*^ ^ ^ ® * *nk 4 ^ ^** ^ ^ ^®^ ®^^ ^* ^^^ ^^^ there 
exists a subsequence {xnui} of {x„^ such that 
X ''' "•'» ^  e X(i — ^ «). Since x« - % X we have "x « x, 
"ki " 
which yields a contradiction* 
Now let U be the class of all sequences u& -^(x) which 
have conditionally conipact range* The next lemma is important in 
vmat follows* 
hSmk 3*3*1 I If K « f*x* ^^•^] ^s compact, then for each 
E> 0 there exists a finite set /x* , *, x* 1 C X* 
such that II * ^i\\ » 1 (1 i i 1 3f) «nd 
Sup I^ AL ^^X l^ > 11x^11 - £ f o r a l l A ^ A . 
PROOF I Let 6 > 0 be given* For each A e A there exis ts an 
x»e X», II x» II » 1, such that 
l^-A ^'^A^ J > t l « ; ^ ! l - ^ 
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S«t U^ o {x e X t |jt*^ (x)j > Ij X II - ^ } . Then each U 
i s open and Kc 
~ i-1 '^^ 
The result ie now isimediate* 
We can now prove the following 
LEMMA 3.3.3 t If u » [x^}€,U, then x ^ - ^ x»» If and only 
i^  if 11 s j (u) - x»*|| —> 0 ( p — > m) uniformly in n, in which 
A 
case X** • X for some x € X and this i s equivalent to 
II s j (u) - x|| — • 0 (p -—» ••) uniformly in n. Here we use 
the notaUon sj(u) - ^ (« +i + *n+p^* 
PROOFt If Xjj —-> X** then by definition x»(x„) —> x»»(x») 
for each x*£ X*» which by Lorentz theorem is equivalent to 
sP( { x»(x„)i' ) —> x»«(x») (p —» • ) 
uniformly in n» for each x* e X*. By Mazur*s theorem [lOvp.416], 
for fixed n, {sj(u^p„i i s a>nditionally compact so there exists 
a subsequence f^n "^^ 1 0^'*v®'9^ '^ ^ ^ x £ X. But then for each 
x»€X* we have 
X* (sP'^(u)) —> x»(x) - x»Mx«) (k > «) 
and thus x** » x. Now le t K be the closure of y s|J(u) - xj • 
n»P"l 
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By Ldnma 3.3»1 there exists |x2»»*«**««»x^l t 11 Xj^  II " i 
Sup |x! (y) | > llyll - e for al l y^K. 
Choose N > 0 such that for al l p > N» 1 1 i < Tt 
|x][(sU(u)) - x^(x)| > £ for all n. 
Then p > N - » II S^ Cu) - x|{ < 2 e unlfonaly In n. For the 
conversoy suppose |i S^(u) - x || ——> 0 ( p — ^ «) uniformly in 
n. Then x • x and we have S^ C -[x ( O } ) """* x (x) (p •—> •) 
uniformly in n and || x || < 1. By Lorentx theorem we have 
X (x ) *—» X (x) for each x e X, so x^ —> x( • x ) 
by Theorem 3«3«1« 
^•^ AN EXAMPLE i One can c|ulte generally give examples of 
sequences not in U which converges weekly to zero» hence are 
almost convergent to tero, but for which || sJ (o ) l l—*0 (p —>«•), 
The following example is essentially due to Deeds [ 9 ] . Let X be 
a reflexive Banach space with a Sehauder basis {e^l • We may 
assume (renorming if necessary) that the basis is monotone [8]« 
Define a sequence of integers [n. [ by taking n, • 1 and 
choosing n2 such that 
S3 
> I . 
Set S« B £ n,.* If n , . 
Choose Rt^i such that 
» n, are chooeen 
"1 «1 * 
> 5 • h^l 
This i s possible since 
1x 'i •¥ + "it^ ®iH 
i^-l-1 
"i.±L!l±l 
•i+1 
"1 n-^—-^"i ^ 
Si ^ ^Ul 
(n 1+1 0. 
Set x^ a e^t X B e^^^ i f Sj^  < n £ Sj^ j^ • Then 
X . + ? • • • • "•" X j^ I 
"i *A + • « • • + " K «K 11 
^k 
> ^ 
Since X i s ref lex ive , {ej} i s a basis for X , where 
e*(e . ) = S^Jl], If x*e X* then 
X (e|^ ) o E C.ej(ej^) « C^ ^ — ^ 0 (i —-» «) 
u 0) so that e, — » 0 and also x« — > 0. Thus we have x, 
1 n I 
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3,5 Fjaa IODIC AND ALMOST PER IODIC SecueJCES 
If U « [*n}^ "L^^^ ^® periodic then u € U since the 
range of u Is finite dimensional. For such sequences we have 
the following* 
THEOREM 3.5.1 % A sequence u = {x^} Is periodic if and only 
If fx (x )]• Is periodic for each x e X . 
PI^ OOF t The necessity Is obvious. For the sufficiency we 
proved as In [9]. Set 
^k " {x e X J X (x^jj) » X (x ) for all n] . 
Then X «• V/ E,, and each E,. Is closed. By the Balre category 
k«l * ^ 
theorem sona Bj^  contains a ball S « [x t (I x - x^ H <f}» 
Than we have y (x j^^  " *n^  " ° ^^^ ®^ ^ II Y II < / ^^ ^ »II f^» 
so that x ^j^ * *n * ^ ^^^ ®^ ^ '*• *'*** k Is a period for Sx\ • 
By Theorem 4.3.1 and 3.3.3 we see that If / x 1 Is periodic 
with period k, then jx \ Is almost convergent to the mean value 
i<»i* * V-
A sequence [x 1 Is almost periodic If for each £ > 0 there 
Is a k such that each IntC'rval [-^  »£+lc] contains an Integer p 
such that Sup 11 x^^^ - x.ll < £ • Deeds [9] showed ttiat such a 
_ n^ p n *" 
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sequonce Is in U and tha^ the almost pariodic sequences form a 
linear subspace of 1 (X), 
THEOREM 3.5,2 j If [%^] G U, then {x^] is almost periodic if 
X (x }]- is almost periodic for each x € X • 
PROOF I The necessity is obvious. For the sufficiency, let K 
be the closure of [ \ ^ Q " \ \ ^^^ suppose £ > 0 is 
given. By lemma 3.3.1 there exists a finite set 
such that 
for a l l n,p 2: i» Then we can find a k such that each Interval 
[•^ ,-^ ^ •••kj contains an integer p such that 
Sup Sup 1 x*( X - X ) 1 < e/2 . 
n l ^ i i r ^ " P " 
I t follows that for this integer p 
"^P »1 V p - n^^ l ^ ^ • n 
Since Lorentz [20] proved that every almost periodic Scalor 
sequence is almost convergent* the resul t follows for vector valued 
sequenctiS by TheorCiTi 3 .3 .1 , 3.3.3 and 3.5.2. 
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Deeds [9] gave an example in Hilbert space which shows that 
Theorem 3«5,2 no longer holds if we drop the assunption that 
3.6 ALMOST CONVERGENT SEOJSNCES IN SEMI-REFLEXIVE MgTRIZABLB  
CONVEX SPACES i&msK 
We have i^ » C, Co respectively the Banach space of 
bounded, convergent and null sequences u « {x^ of real numbers 
normed by ii u i i •> Sup 1 x j. Let D be the shift operator on 
-t^ , that is Du « [x j » CTu =» x and so on. It may 
n"l n««e 
be recalled that Banach [3] Banach limit L is a non-negative 
linear functional on ^ such that L is invariant under the 
shift operator (that is L(Du) •• L(u) for all u -^ ) and that 
L(e) * 1 where e = [l,l».....j^ • Let j[^ denote the set of all 
Banach Limits. A sequence u * (x 1 €i^ is said to be almost 
convergent to x (Lorentz [20]) if L(u) « x for all L&/\ 
Let C denote the set of all almost convergent sequences of real 
numbers. Lorentz [20] proved that 
THEOREM 3.6.1 I 
u a |x I 6 C if and only if 
x_ . I + • • • • +x . 
lim Q2i atB a X uniformly in n. 
m "—^  «• 
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Lorentz [20] also introduced th9 concept of almost convergent 
for bounded sequences of complex numbers• 
Let X be a Banach space over the field of real or 
complex numbers. The spaces •*^(X), C(X), CQ(X) and "^  (X) of 
sequences having their values in X have been discussed by 
several authors (for example, Leonard [22] and Maddox [26])* 
A 
Thd space C(X) of all almost convergent sequences having their 
values in X has been introduced by ICurtz [18] • Kurtz [18] 
defined a sequence to bo almost convergent if all its Banach 
Limits coincide and proved that u •• {Xnl^C(X) if and only if 
Urn II ''"tl " "'"' Y^"^ - X II - 0 
m "^ m " 
uniformly in n» 
Let X be a Hausdorff Locally convex space whose topology 
is given by the family 0 of all continuous seminorms. Let B 
denote the family of all bounded sets in X. Quta, Kamthan and 
Rao [12] introduced the spaces 'fjX), C^CX), C(X) and ^^(X) 
of sequences which take their values in X« Yi^A9^li^Bg^Gupta, 
Kamthan and Rao [12]) and ([ll]). ' J'' ,_^  
%^X> - f W ' x „ — > 0 as n - ^ T - i ^ r - - ^ 
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I j^ (X) • f{x,^ * S P(x^) < «• 'or every p £ DV • 
Let X denote a Hfausdorff Locally convex space and 
l e t X be i t s dual. X i s said to be semi-reflexive i f X 
and X are isomorphic as vector spaces* The closed convex 
cover of a set BCX is the smallest closed convex set containing 
B and i s denoted by ^ ( B ) « We assume that X i s metrizable with 
a metric d. Note that if the topology of X is given by a 
countable family {p i l of continuous semi-norms» then X i s 
metrizable with a metric d defined by 
-<«•-> • I 4 ^ f e ^ • 1=1 
Let U be the set of a l l sequences ue -£(X) which 
have compact range. 
3.7 
In this section we mention some useful results and introduce 
some definition which will be needed in the proof of our main 
theorem. The following proposition i s due to Sawashiraa [33]. 
PROPOSITION 3.7.1 i Let X be a semi-reflexive Hausdorff Locally 
convex space. Then to each u « (x } ^'^(X) we can determine 
an element L(u) in X such that 
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(1) r(au + bv) « aL(u) + bL(v) 
for a,b R and u,ve-t^(X), 
(2) t(u) » KeN CO [x^ I n > K} . 
The proof of the following proposition i s similar to 
that of Mazur's theorem (Ounford and Schwartz [10]» p.416)» 
PROPOSinON 3.7.2 t 
Let X be a complete metrlzable locally convex space with 
tne metric d» l e t ACX be compact* Then CO(A) i s compact. 
PROPOSITION 3.7.3 t 
Let X and X be metrlzable with metrlces d and j ' 
respectively. If K «• -Tx. : AeAj-^x is compact, then for each 
£ > 0 there is a finite set {xA. ••.•• t **»,} ^  ^ such that 
^**A i» 0) • 1 (1 i i i r) and 
Sup I A I ( X A ) I > ^(xx »0) -^ o^J^  all A€.A . 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.3*1 of Kurtz [18]. We 
now introduce the concepts of alo^st convergent and almost periodic 
sequences. 
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DEFINITION 3.7.x i A sequence u » {x^^4.^X^ ^s said to be 
alnK>8t convergent to the limit x if TCu) • x for every 
If {x^} is almost convergent to X, we write x ---» x. 
It is easy to see that x -—> x if and only if x (x ) — ^ x (x) 
* ..• for every x € X • 
DEFINITION 3.7.2 » Let X be metrizable with the metric d. 
A sequence u « {^ n^ w^^ '^ ^ ^° ^^ ^^  ^° ^^ almost periodic if 
for each 6 > 0 there is a K such that each interval 
contains an integers m for which sup ^(x^.^, \ i S ^ • 
n 
3.8 THE MAIN RESULT t Let X be a complete, semi-reflexive 
metrizable Locally convex space such that X is also metrizable. 
Let d andj^ be the metrices of X and X respectively, 
THEOREM 3.8.1 t 
(a) If u « {^n^^U then x^^-^ x if and only if 
d(S^(u), x) — ^ 0 as m ——> «• uniformly in n where 
s»(u) - V ^ ^ •••;•• *''^*n . 
(b) If u « {x }€U, then fx } is almost periodic If 
and only if x (x ) is almost periodic for each x ^  X . 
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PROOF t (a) If x^  •—> X, then by the definition 
X (Xj^ ) —^ X (x) for every x € X , virt>ich by Theorem 3,6.1 
i s equivalent to 
as IB —» « uniformly in n for each x €X . I t follows 
from proposition 3«7.2 that for each fixed n» {3!^(u)} i s 
mwl 
compact* So there exists a subsequence {s^ K(u)^ which 
• • 
converges to x ^ X* But then for each x € x wa have 
n\sf (u) --> x*(x)). 
Let K be toe closure of fs5u) - xr • 
^" n,m«l 
Then i t follows from proposition 3.7.3 that tiiere i s 
[x][, • XJI such that /(x^fO) » 1 ( 1 £ i ^ t) and 
sup |x4(y)| > d(yfO) - ^/2 for al l yeK. Choose 
N > 0 such that for al l m > N, 1 ^ i j^ Tfi 
|x*(S™(u)) - x*(x)i > V 2 
for al l n. Then for m > N we have 
d(sJJ(u),x) < £ uniformly in n-
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Conversely* suppose that d(s®(u)tx) — • 0 as m 
uniformly In n. Then we have 
S»( [x*(x„)}) — > x*(x) 
as B —> « uniformly In n and/(x ,0) jC 1. Now by 
Theorem 3.6.1 we have x (x^) -—» x (x) for every x € X and 
so X — ^ X in X. This completes Ulie proof. 
(b) Necessity i s obvious. For the sufficiency, l e t K be the 
closure of [x ,^ - x A and l e t £ > 0 be given. Then by 
proposition 3.7.3 there i s a f inite set [ x . , • . • . . . » \ K X 
such that (x^yO) « 1 and 
f«P^^l4^»n4m-'*n>l > ^<«n4ci»V " ^^^ 
for all n,m 2 «^ 'Hien we can find a k for vAiich each interval 
U ,'+k] contains an integer ra such that 
Sup Sup l>Ci(Vm- '^ n^ ^ ^ ^^^ ' 
It follows that for this integer m» 
Sup d(x^^,x) i£ 
n 
and this completes the proof. 
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• * 
for every x € X • 
DSFINITION 3>7.2 t Let X be metrizable with the metric d. 
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contains an integers m for which sup <^ (x„+nj* *n^  -^  ^ ' 
n 
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